
RELATIVE STRENGHT INDEX
Modified Indicator for TradingView

This indicator has been modified from original RSI to fit Wave Principle 
characteristics. Regular RSI 14, and a ghostly 6 for more sensitivity.

Uptrend Impulsive Wave over 70 RSI it changes color to red, and > 80 
yellow stronger impulse | Usually means continuation, at least once 
more.

Downtrend Impulsive Wave under 30 RSI it changes color to green, and 
< 20 cyan  stronger impulse | Usually means continuation, at least once 
more.

Once RSI reached these levels, it doesn't mean trend reversal but a 
correction is expected. If it shows divergence along with an Ending 
Diagonal, it's a confirmation for trend reversal. At least 3 movements.

In a corrective wave, levels 38.2-61.8 represents support and resistance 
levels where price won't go further. Indicating Corrective Waves, not as 
strong as Impulsives.

Prices can breakout RSI trend lines and retest from the other side before 
continue the new trend as also described in the Wave Principle.
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//Litoid @ RSI-WavePrinciple.Net RSI with Visual Buy/Sell Setup | 40-60 Support/Resis-
tance | Corrective/Impulsive Indicator v2.35 - Join our Discord Community > https://dis-
cord.gg/ZZ7byX5QQm

//@version=3
study(title="RSI|WavePrinciple.Net", shorttitle="RSI|WavePrinciple.Net")
src = close, len = input(14, minval=1, title="Length")
up = rma(max(change(src), 0), len)
down = rma(-min(change(src), 0), len)
rsi = down == 0 ? 100 : up == 0 ? 0 : 100 - (100 / (1 + up / down))

clr = #3951ffd5

// color conditionals
if rsi >= 50
    clr := #3951ff
if rsi <= 50
    clr := #5639ff
if rsi >= 71 and rsi >= rsi[1]
    clr := #ff0000ff
if rsi >= 71 and rsi <= rsi[1]
    clr := #ff0000ff
if rsi <= 29 and rsi <= rsi[1]
    clr := #00ff00ff
if rsi <= 29 and rsi >= rsi[1]
    clr := #00ff00ff 
if rsi >= 78
    clr := #ffff00ff
if rsi <= 22
    clr := #00ffffff
    
plot(rsi, color=clr, linewidth = 2)

//overbuy/sold zone
band1 = hline(70, color=#ff0000ff, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)
band0 = hline(30, color=#00ff00ff, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)

//strenght zone
band3 = hline(80, color=#ff000055, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)
band4 = hline(20, color=#00ff0055, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)

//sensitive zone
band5 = hline(61.8, color=#ff000077, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)
band6 = hline(38.2, color=#00ff0077, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)

bandc = hline(50, color=#ffffff60, linestyle=dotted, linewidth=1)

fill(band1, band0, color=purple, transp=100) 

//RSI 2 // Delete below this if you only want 1 RSI
src2 = close, len2 = input(7, minval=1, title="Length")
up2 = rma(max(change(src2), 0), len2)
down2 = rma(-min(change(src2), 0), len2)
rsi2 = down2 == 0 ? 100 : up2 == 0 ? 0 : 100 - (100 / (1 + up2 / down2))

clr2 = #3200ff
plot(rsi2, color=clr2, linewidth = 1)
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Color of RSI 14 

Color of RSI 6
more sensitivity, faster data.

Make sure to replace “Space” with 
“Tab” after pasting code in Pine 

Editor To Avoid Script Compile Error

RSI 7 | if you want to test second RSI (9, 12, etc)
change this number 7

Overbought Color RSI > 70 | Strong

Oversold Color RSI < 30 | Strong

RSI > 80 | Strongest UP Movement

RSI 70 Red Line | dotted

RSI 80 Red Line | dotted - semi transparent

RSI 60 Resist Red Line | dotted - semi transparent

RSI 40 Support Red Line | dotted - semi transparent

RSI 30 Green Line | dotted

RSI 20 Green Line | dotted - semi transparent

RSI < 20 | Strongest DOWN Movement

RSI 50 | Above, Bullish. Below, Bearish.

INSTALATION GUIDE
Simply copy-paste this code into
the Pine Editor of Trading View.

To change Colors, edit them in 
the indicator’s configuration or 
edit the script as following:

COPY ME!



Bottom left of TradingView, click Pine Editor You can change the name, or leave it as it is. Click Save.

Once saved, click on the Indicator button to add it.

It should be under My Scripts list, click to add it.

Voila! You are done. Have fun, happy trading :)

Copy the code, and select or delete all this before pasting.

It should look like this when you paste. Then click Save.
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